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“Risk Loads for Insurers” by Sholom Feldblum 

Discussion by Glenn Meyers 

1. Introduction 

For many years now, a theoretical war has been raging on the subject of risk loads. Some favor 

the classical premium calculation principles, such as the standard deviation principle, the variance 

principle or the expected utility principle. Others favor the modern portfolio theories, represented most 

often by the Capital Asset Pricing Model, also known as the CAPM. Mr. Feldblum presents 

arguments against the classical premium calculation principles, calling them theoretically unsound, and 

presents arguments for the Capital Asset Pricing Model. 

In this discussion, I will address the same issues as Mr. Feldblum from a different viewpoint. 

Historically, actuaries have not always derived premium calculation principles from economic and/or 

statistical assumptions. More often their approach would be to simply state a principle, then check to 

see if it has desirable properties’. While a mathematical derivation from explicitly stated economic 

principles is certainly desirable, I see no reason why it should be required. I find it dillicult to attach 

much meaning to Mr. Feldblum’s use of the term “theoretically uwxund” in this context. 

However, the list of *desirable properties” can be, and often is, at issue. My personal view is that 

the list of “desirable properties” should be consistent with competitive market economic principles. 

Moreover, we should be able to observe behavior in the insurance marketplace which is consistent with 

these desirable properties. 

From this viewpoint I will make the following arguments. 

1. The standard deviation principle is not acceptable. It predicts behavior that is opposite of what is 

observed in the insurance marketplace. 

2. The variance principle and the espect.ed utili1.y principle predict some behavior which can be 

observed in the insurance market.place. but. ~nuch is I& unexplained. 

‘A recent analysis of this type c.w be found in “\Vhy Standard Deviation should be replaced by 
Absolute Deviation” by D. Dennenberg, /Is/rrr UII//~IIII, November, 1090. p. 181. 
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The CAPM wss designed as a tool for pricing securities (including those of insurance companies). 

While some may argue that it is oversimplified, it provides a tremendous amount of economic 

insight and predicts behavior which is consistent with activity observed in the securities market. 

Many, however, try to make the CAPM into a premium calculation principle by treating a line of 

insurance or even an individual insurance. policy as if it were .s security in which ooe could invent. 

1 will argue that such ~n treatment is inappropriate. I will further argue that many statements 

made by those who attempt this treatment are inconsistent with behavior observed in the 

insurance marketplace. 

Instead of trying to mold premium calculation principles into the framework of the CAPM result, 

one should apply the principles underlying CAPM to the problem that exists -- calculating 

premiums. This work has been done. The result is a premium calculation principle called the 

Competitive Market Equilibrium risk load formulaz. 

2. The Classical Premium Calculation Principles 

Let X be a random low faced by a prospective insured. Let px, ox and 0: denote the mean, 

standard deviation and variance of X respectively. The classical premium calculation principlea 

provide different formulas for calculating tl1.e premium, P, to be charged for insurance against this 

10s~~. The standard deviation principle can.be stated as: 

The risk load, FL, for the standard deviation principle is given by X. ox. 

The variance principle can be stated as: 

The risk load, R, for the variance principle is given by the expression X. 0:. 

‘This formula is described in detail in ‘The Competitive Market Equilibrium Risk Load for 
Increased Limita Ratemaking”, by Glenn Meyers PCAS LXXVU, 1992. 

%ere, and elsewhere, parameters which are extraneous to the argument, such as insurer 
expenses or initial wealth of the insured are suppressed. 
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It turns out that the standard deviation principle and th; variance principle imply contradictory 

behavior with respect to excess of loss reinsurance. For a random loss, X, let: 

XirXsL 0 ifX<L 
s, = and x, = 

LifS>L X-L irx>L 

We have: 

x = s , + x 2 

Let p be the coefficient. of correlat.ion Ibctwxn X, and X,. If px2 # 0, we have that 0 < p < 14. 

We have that: 

This implies that total risk load is reduced by excess of loss reinsurance for the variance principle. 

We also have that: 

This implies that the risk load is iricrcased by excess of loss reinsurance Car the standard deviation 

principle. 

The fact that excess of loss reinsurance arrangements are common in the insurance business 

provides evidence that the variance principle predicts results which are consistent with observed 

marketplace behavior, while the standard deviation principle predicts results which are contradictory to 

observed marketplace behavior. The insurance industry does not take on the extra expense of 

reinsurance for the purpose of increasing its total risk. 

“Shown as part of a demonslralion of risk reduction by layering in “Increased Limits and Excess of 
Loss Pricing* by Robert S. Miccolis PUS LSIV, 1977. 
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The expected utility principle is generally regarded as the most complete of the classical premium 

calculation principles. It usually addresses the problem from the point of view of the insured. If the 

insured, with utility function, u, is faced with a random loss, X, it calculates the risk load, R, a~ the 

solution of the equat.ion: 

E[u(X)] = u(pn + R) = u(P) 

i.e. the insured is indifferent between the variable loss, X, and the certain premium, P = px + R. 

It should be noted that this premium represents the maximum premium the insured will pay for 

insurance against the random loss. If an insurer olfcrs a lower price, the insured will surely accept it. 

The variance principle and the expected utility principle are closely related. Consider the 

approximations: 

where’: 

This approximation is based on a Taylor series expansion in which the approximation becomes 

increasingly accurate a.5 0: gets smaller. 

The formula is exact in some cases. One esamplc is when the utility function is exponential and 

the losses have a normal distribution’. 

‘This expression is derived on page 21 of Acf~rnrd Malhemofics, by Bowers, Gerber, Hickman, 
Jones and Nesbitt. Society of Actuaries, 19%. 

‘1 will he positive under the usual assumptions that u’ > 0 (more is better) and u” < 0 (risk 
averse). 

‘Bowers, ef al, op. cd., p. Il. 
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Thus far, we have addressed ut.ility from the point of view of the insured. We now consider utility 

theory from the point of view of the insurer. It. should bc noted that many proponents of CAPM say 

that it is improper to use utility theory in t.his context. This will be addressed below. 

The minimum premium. G. necessary for an insurance company to voluntarily write an insured is 

given by’: 

u(O) = E[u(G -X)] 

i.e. the insurer is indifferent berween doing nothing and accepting the uncertain liability, X, in 

exchange for the premium, G. 

If the maximum premium, P, an insured is willing lo pay is greater than the minimum premium, 

G, an insurer must receive, a deal can be made to benelit. Ibot,h par&s. Utility theory says nothing 

about where the linal price of t.hr insurance policy will lie be~aw~~ I’ and C. This is det.crmined by the 

economic laws of supply and dclllalld. For I.his rcrlso~~, it could be said t.lla~ utility theory provides an 

incomplete tlescripl.ion of inwrance pricing. 

111surancc Services Oflice (ISO) origillnllp wed il risk load Ihscd on the variance principle, but in 

the mid 1960’s it was cl1angetl lo t.he standard dcviatioll principle. II. is true, as Mr. Feldblum states, 

that “IS0 simply chooses an overall risk load by line of Ibusiness, and then spreads this risk load by size 

of policy limit using the standard deviation or variaucc method.” This is done by adjusting the A 

parameter so that the average risk load. in ISO’s judgmenr.. is rcasonnhle. In describing this practice 

he uses terms such as Yhrorelicnlly ~~nso~nd”. It. is certainly true that the A paranwter is not derived 

with the consideration of any kind of uti1it.y function. or risk aversion. I tend to think this rellects a 

narrow view of what is “throretirall~ bound”. IS0 has always viewed this as a good practical solution 

which has been deemed accept.able Iby man? acLuarics. II should be ment.ioned that the Competitive 

Market Equilibrium risk load fornjula. refcrc~~ccd below. dots provide 811 explicit justilication for its 

version of this practice. 
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3. The Capital Asset Pricing Model 

The recognition of the ability of individual invest.ors to diversify their investment risk has been the 

main contribution of the modern portfolio theories. The CAPM models the effect of the ability to 

diversify on the price of securities. The significance of these models has been recently recognized by the 

awarding of the Nobel Prize iu Economics to three of the originators of the theory. 

We begin with an examination of a derivation of the Capital Asset Pricing Model. I have found 

the following derivation based on a constrained optimization to be particularly illuminating. What 

follows is a direct quote of the statement of the problem by Thomas E. Copeland and J. Fred Weston’. 

‘We asume that portfolio cash flows for the ith individual are generated at the end of the period 

and that they are normally distributed with mean, ei, and variance, of. The ith individual’s utility is 

a function of the mean and variance of his end-of-year cash flows. His utility function is written 

Ui(ei, u:) 

“We further ~5sume that the marginal utility of expected cash flows is positive, and the marginal 

utility of the variance of cash flows is negative. 

mipei > 0, 6up; < 0 

“Finally, all assets are marketable and inlinitely divisible, transactions costs and taxes are zero, 

and there are no constraints on short sales. The expected end-of-period cash flows to an individual are 

the payments from risky assets less any interest on debt: 

where 

e;= FXij.E[aj]-r.di 

Xij = fraction of jf.h firm held by the ith individual. 

r = (1 + FL,-), where Rf is the one period risk-free borrowing/lending rate. 

d; = the net personal debt issued by the ith individual. 

5 j = net end of period cab flow paid by the jth firm. 

‘Copeland. T. E., and Wesr.on, J. F., Finnrrcml Theory and Corporate Policy, Addison-Wesley, 
1979, Appendix to Chapter 7: An Alternat,ive Derivation to the CAPM. 
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“The variance of t.he cud of p&xl cnsh llows for ~hc it.11 individual is 
t 

“The individual invest.or’s problen~ is LO lind the set. of weights, Xij, and borrowing, di, which 

maximize his expected end-of-period uti1it.y subject to his budget constraint. 

MAX EUi(ei, 0:) 
Xij, di 

subject 1.0 

where 

Vj = the total market. value of the jt.h firm at the beginning of the period. 

IV; = the total wealth of the individual at the beginning of the period.” 

The derivation of the CAPfvI a.w~nws ~.hitt, all illvcst.ors behave in the manner described above, and 

that t.he market. is in equilibrium. The equilibrium value of the lth asset. is then demonstrated to be: 

\‘j=~.(E[ijj]-n.co”[ijj,ij,,,]) 

where 

0 = (W ,,,I - r. \‘,,,)/\‘*rID ,,,I 
i5 ,,, = the cash ~payouls for all firms ill I.he tnerkcL. 

V,, = the value of t.he market por&lio FII. t.he beginning of t.he period. 

(1) 
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The above equation can be converted int,o rates of return if we define the rate of return on the jth 

Using Equation 2 in Equation 1, we ohLain 

(3) 

where 

“R m = c vj “R j/v,,,. 

j 

X = (E[R ml - Rf)l\‘4R ,,,I. 

Equation 3 is the familiar CAPM. 

As noted above, the CAPM WRS put fort.11 as a model to explain the price of securities. Mr. 

Feldblum, along with many others, has tried to use the CAPM to calculate risk loads for insurers. I 

believe this attempt has f&d. I offer two complaints. 

My first complaint has to do with the treatment of risk as it applies to insurers. The most direct 

statement of the prevailing sentiment by proponents of CAPM is given by Cummins who states”: 

“Firms should not be risk averse.” The reasoning behind such .-. statement is that individual invdtors 

can “eliminate this type of risk by holding diversilied portfolios.” The implication of such a statement 

is that an insurance firm should be indifferent between insuring low and high limit policies. 

By my own observations, and by the observations of others, managers of insurance firms are risk 

werae. The existence of reillsurance provides RII objective verilication of these observations. 

Another way to view this complnint is to note that much of the risk that insurers face is deemed 

“diversitiable” and CAPhl proponent6 claim that. the market should not reward such risks. Examples 

given of such diversifiable risks include the risk faced by insurers who accept high limit policies. 

‘°Cummins, J.D., “Asset. Pricing Models and Insurance Ratemaking”, ASTIN Bullelin, November, 
1990, p.125. 
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4. The Competitive Market Equilibrium Risk Load Formula 
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CAPM St.atenlent of Individual [nvestor’s Problem 

The individual investor’s problem is to select investments in such R way as to maximize his utility 

subject to a constraint on his total wealth. 

CME Statement of Insurer Management’s Problem 

The insurer management’s problem is t,o select amounts of exposure in lines of insurance and policy 

limits in such a way as to maximize 1.1~ total risk load subject to a constraint on the variance of the 

insurer’s book of business. 

The CME risk load formula addresses most of the shortcomings of the premium calculation 

principles described above. It provides a more comp1et.e description of the premium than that provided 

by ulility theory. Since each illsurer has a constraint 011 f.hc variance of its book of business, the 

insurer is assumed to be risk averse. Since each insurer chooses the amount of exposure for each line of 

insurance, il is not necessary to allocate surplus by liue of insurance. 

Many of these issues are discussed more fully in the CME paper. 

I .  
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